Abstract. Hierarchical clustering algorithms are widely used in many fields of investigation. They provide a hierarchy of partitions of the same dataset. However, in many practical problems, the selection of a representative level (partition) in the hierarchy is needed. The classical approach to do so is by using a cluster validity index to select the best partition according to the criterion imposed by this index. In this paper, we present a new approach based on the clustering ensemble philosophy. The representative level is defined here as the consensus partition in the hierarchy. In the consensus computation process, we take into account the similarity between partitions and information from the evaluation of partitions with different cluster validity indexes. An experimental comparison on several datasets shows the superiority of the proposed approach with respect to the classical approach.
Introduction
Clustering algorithms can be divided into Partitional and Hierarchical [1] . Partitional clustering algorithms create a partition of the data by grouping the objects in clusters according to their (dis)similarity values. On the other hand, hierarchical clustering algorithms build a hierarchy of nested partitions of a dataset. This hierarchy is usually associated to a dendrogram, which can be cut at different levels to obtain the different partitions in the hierarchy (see Fig. 1 ). Hierarchy of partitions can offer more information about the structure of the objects in the dataset. With a hierarchy, the group of objects can be seen at different levels; from the bottom level where each object forms an independent cluster (singleton clusters) to the top level with only 1 cluster containing all the objects. However, working with the entire hierarchy is commonly very complex. Thus, in many practical problems, the selection of a representative partition of the hierarchy is needed.
In the traditional approach, the representative partition is obtained by using cluster validity indexes (CVI). Every partition in the hierarchy is evaluated by a CVI (used as stopping rule) and the partition with better results is selected. Many CVIs have been used with this purpose, e.g., in [2] 30 CVIs are presented and experimentally evaluated. Nowadays, classical CVIs like Calinski-Harabasz (CH) index, Hartigan (HA) index and the Dunn index [3] together with the Highest-Lifetime(HL) index [4] are some of the most used. However, new indexes still appear every year in the literature, e.g., the COP index [5] .
The main drawback of the CVI (stopping rule) based approach to determine the representative level in a hierarchy is that there is no CVI capable of working correctly for all datasets and for all clustering algorithms. In other words, every CVI implicitly or explicitly evaluates a partition, according to a particular property given by the mathematical definition of the index. These properties are usually related to compactness, separability or connectivity among clusters. If the property measured by the index is consistent with the used clustering algorithm and the particular dataset, the index could contribute with valuable information, but if this is not the case, the results could be very different from the expected ones. Due to this limitation of CVIs, Everitt et al. [6] said that it is advisable not to depend on a single CVI for selecting the representative partition, but to synthesize the results of several indexes.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for the selection of the representative partition in a hierarchy based on the clustering ensemble philosophy. We call it Partition Selection based on Cluster Ensemble (PSCE) approach. With PSCE, we define the representative partition in a hierarchy taking into account the evaluation of several CVIs, as well as the similarity measures between partitions in the hierarchy. This way, we select as a result the partition in the hierarchy that better represents the common characteristics in the hierarchy.
In Section 2, the proposed approach is formally presented. In Section 3, experimental results by using different datasets and hierarchical clustering algorithms, as well as the comparison with the classical approach are shown. Finally, in Section 4, we present the conclusions of this research.
Partition Selection Based on Cluster Ensemble
Clustering ensemble methods combine partitions of the same dataset in a final consensus clustering. Formally, we denote X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } the original set of objects, where each x i is a tuple of some α−dimensional feature space G α for all i = 1, . . . , n. P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m } is a clustering ensemble, where each
} is a partition of the set of objects X with d j clusters, for all j = 1, . . . , m. We also denote P X the set of all possible partitions of X and the consensus partition is represented by P * . The consensus partition P * is usually defined through the median partition problem:
where Γ is a similarity measure between partitions. Our approach to determine the representative partition in a hierarchy is based on the philosophy of clustering ensembles. When a hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied to the set of objects X, a hierarchy of partitions is obtained. A hierarchy H = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m } is a set of nested partitions of X, where P i P j , ∀i < j. is the partial order relationship nested in, and P P if and only if, for all cluster C ∈ P there are clusters
It is easy to see that H ⊂ P X . Thus, we define the representative level in the hierarchy as the partition that better summarizes the information in the hierarchy H taking into account two parameters. First, the evaluation of several CVIs to all partitions in the hierarchy. Second, the similarity values between each pair of partitions in the hierarchy. Formally, the representative partitionP in the hierarchy H is defined as:
where E(P i ) is an evaluation of each partition P i ∈ H and Γ a similarity measure between partitions. This evaluation can be used to give more importance to partitions that hold some desired properties. Notice that unlike the original median partition problem (1), our best partitionP is one of the partitions in the clustering ensemble as it is shown in (2) (P ∈ H). Thus, this problem is easier than the original median partition problem, since the search space here (H) is much more smaller than the search space (P X ) in (1) . Among the different clustering ensemble methods, we based our approach on the Weighted Partition Consensus via Kernels (WPCK) [7] method. This method satisfies the following properties that are convenient for the partition selection problem:
-It is possible to compute a weight value for each partition, taking into account the evaluation of several cluster validity indexes. The weight value ω i assigned to P i can be used as the value E(P i ) in equation (2). -It is very easy to restrict the search to partitions in H. In fact, this is an intermediate step of WPCK. In WPCK, firstly, the best partition in the cluster ensemble is computed and this solution is improved afterwards by searching in the whole search space P X . -The algorithm is theoretically well grounded and has a low computational cost, O(n · m · rM ax) 1 .
Therefore, the steps of the proposed algorithm to find the representative partition in the hierarchy (PSCE) are the following:
Subhierarchy selection
We extract from the hierarchy H a subset of partitions. Every partition in the hierarchy has a different number of clusters. Consequently, we will select a subset of partitions that has a number of clusters in a reasonable range. This range is a parameter of the algorithm, e.g., [2, 10] 
Evaluation of each partition
We obtain the evaluation value of each partition through the application of several cluster validity indexes. Firstly, a set of internal CVIs I = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I r } is defined. We use this set of indexes to evaluate the behavior of each partition with respect to a set of different properties, where each index evaluates a particular property. These properties can be related with one or more of the following concepts: compactness, separability, connectivity, symmetry, etc. The property measured by each index is given by its mathematical expression. Formally, we define a hierarchy index as a function I :
, where I(P ) is the evaluation of the partition P by the index I. It is assumed that the highest values represent better fulfilment of the index. Traditional internal CVIs such as CH, HA and HL can be easily transformed to satisfy the hierarchy index definition. This way, the evaluation of each partition E(P i ) in (2) is computed by:
where M j = max Pi∈H [q,t] I j (P i ). Thus, E(P i ) is computed as a measure of how close to the maximum value, the evaluation of each index in I in the partition P i is. As we obtain a weight value for each partition, for simplicity, we denote ω i = E(P i ).
Similarity measure between partitions
Besides the evaluation measure E, we need a similarity measure Γ between partitions in order to solve the problem (2). We use the similarity measurê k (Γ =k) between partitions proposed in [7] , which is formally defined aŝ k :
and δ
This similarity measure is a positive semi-definite kernel [7] . In this method, the general problem (2) can be transformed by using the results of the above steps in the following way:
Obtaining the representative partition Ask is a kernel function, there is a mapping from P X into a Hilbert space H,
A similar problem to (5) (kernel consensus problem) is presented in [7] , the only difference is that the search space is P X instead of H [q,t] . The kernel property ofk allows mapping the kernel consensus problem in an equivalent problem in H that can be easily solved. Let ψ be the solution in the Hilbert space H, in order to solve the kernel consensus problem would be necessary to find P * such that ψ = φ(P * ), i.e., finding the preimage of the solution [8] . However, in our case, we are solving problem (5) where the search space is H [q,t] . Thus, we need to find the partition P ∈ H [q,t] such that φ(P ) is closest to ψ. Formally, the representative partition is defined as:
Therefore, we can find the representative partition by computing the distance of each partition in the hierarchy H [q,t] to the theoretical solution ψ using equation (6) , and selecting the partition closer to ψ.
Computational Complexity Analysis

The computation of all weight values for all partitions is O(v · r · f (I)), where v is the number of partitions in H [q,t] , r is the number of hierarchy indexes and f (I) is the computational cost of the most computationally expensive hierarchy index.
In practice, r is a small number, hence, we can consider O(v · f (I)) the computational complexity of the weight assigning mechanism. Given the weight values, it is needed to compute equation (6) for each partition in H [q,t] . The last term in equation (6) does not depend on the particular partition analyzed and can be computed only one time in O(v 2 · n), where n is the number of objects. This is because the computational complexity of the similarity measurek is O(n) (see [7] ). Once this last value is obtained, equation (6) 
With a proper selection of the hierarchical indexes I and the subhierarchy H [q,t] , this computational cost will be lower than O(n 2 ), which is the common complexity of the hierarchical clustering algorithms. However, in the worst case (v close to n) the algorithm complexity becomes O(n 3 ), thereby the importance of a proper selection of the subhierarchy and the hierarchy indexes.
Experimental Results
We used 8 datasets in our experiments (see Table 1 ), 5 from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [9] and the other 3 are 2D synthetical datasets. For all these datasets the ideal data partition (ground-truth) is available. Therefore, in the experiments, we compared the obtained results with the ground-truth of each dataset. We used the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [10] measure to evaluate the algorithm results. This is a very used similarity measure between partitions that evaluates the resulting partition by measuring the information shared between the result and the ground-truth. In each experiment, hierarchies are obtained by using 3 well-known hierarchical clustering algorithms: Single-Link (SL), Complete-Link (CL) and AverageLink (AL) [1] . For each dataset, we compare the results obtained by the proposed Partition Selection based on Cluster Ensemble (PSCE) approach and the stopping rule approach with the following indexes: Highest-Lifetime(HL), CalinskiHarabasz (CH) and Hartigan (HA). In Table 2 , they are denoted SR-HL, SR-CH and SR-HA respectively. We also present for each algorithm the Nearest to Ground-Truth (NGT) value, which is computed by evaluating all the partitions in the hierarchy with respect to the ground-truth using the NMI measure and taking the highest value. Notice that NGT values depend on the quality of the hierarchies. Besides, the results of SR-HL, SR-CH, SR-HA and PSCE are upper bounded by the NGT value of each hierarchy. In all cases, we used the subhierarchy H [2, 35] composed by the partitions with s clusters, with 2 ≤ s ≤ 35. For all generated hierarchy, the NGT value was obtained in a partition of the subhierarchy H [2, 35] . Hence, the range [2, 35] is appropriated for these experiments and allows decreasing the computational cost of the algorithms.
We used 5 hierarchy indexes in the evaluation of partitions step of our approach: Variance, Connectivity, HL, CH and HA. The first two are very simple indexes [7] . Table 2 . Comparison of SR-HL, SR-CH, SR-HA and PSCE methods for the selection of the representative partition in a hierarchy. The hierarchies were generated by the application of the SL, CL, and AL hierarchical clustering algorithms on the 8 datasets. The results were evaluated by using the NMI measure. In each case, the best results are highlighted. The NGT value is also presented for each hierarchy. Each cell in the most right column (AVE) is the average value of its entire row. Variance is a way of measuring the compactness of the clusters in a partition. Connectivity evaluates the degree of connectedness of clusters in a partition, by measuring how many neighbors of each object belong to the same cluster as the object. The other 3 indexes are the same used independently in the stopping rule approach. However, in this case, all of them were normalized to the range [0, 1]. We do not report the results of Variance and Connectivity used as stopping rules because the results were very bad. The simplicity of these indexes does not allow them to play as a stopping rule with a certain degree of accuracy. However, in the PSCE approach they can be very useful, since each index evaluates the partitions from a different perspective and all these points of view are combined to obtain the final result. In Table 2 , the experimental results are summarized. From the last column of this table it can be seen that PSCE has the best average performance in all cases. In the Single-Link (SL) hierarchies, SR-HL and PSCE work very similar. However, in the Complete-Link (CL), and Average-Link (AL) hierarchies, the PSCE approach clearly outperforms the other techniques. The results in this table corroborate the capability of the PSCE approach to work well in different circumstances, i.e., different clustering algorithms and different datasets.
From Table 2 it can also be seen that the Nearest to Ground-Truth NGT value is almost never reached. This fact ratifies that a single index cannot work correctly for all datasets in the case of the stopping rule approach. Besides, this means that a better and more complete set of hierarchy indexes could be used in order to improve even more the results of the PSCE approach.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new approach for the selection of a representative partition in a hierarchy, based on the philosophy of clustering ensembles. In this approach, the evaluation of the partitions in the hierarchy by using different cluster validity indexes is considered in order to obtain the final result. Hence, different criteria about the quality of the partitions in the hierarchy are combined to compute the representative level. Besides, the similarity values between partitions are also taken into account in this process. Consequently, the representative partition is theoretically well defined as a weighted consensus among the partitions in the hierarchy. The main drawback of the traditional (stopping rule) approach is that if the characteristics of the used index are not in correspondence with the dataset and with the algorithm applied to generate the hierarchy, the results will not be satisfactory. The proposed approach is more robust to the change of datasets and clustering algorithms, due to the consensus definition of the representative partition and the possibility of combining the information from different cluster validity indexes. Experimental results, obtained by using different clustering algorithms and different datasets, corroborate this last assertion. On the other hand, the proposed approach is computationally more expensive than the traditional approach. However, a proper selection of the subhierarchy and hierarchy indexes used by the algorithm could decrease the computational complexity to be comparable with the classical approach.
Recently, the idea of searching for the representative partition of a hierarchy, not only in the explicit levels of the hierarchy, but in an extended partition set was proposed [5] . As future work, we will generalize our current approach to this extended partition set, where better results could be found.
